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YEAR 2 TOPIC: Science- Habitats 

TEXT: Fantastic Mr Fox/Habitats 

TOPIC: Science- Habitats 

TEXT: Fantastic Mr Fox 

TOPIC: Local Area 

TEXT: Grace Darling 

TOPIC: Local Area 

TEXT: George’s Marvellous 

Medicine  

Narrative  
 -Write stories set in places 
pupils have been.  
 -Write stories with imaginary 
settings.  
 -Write stories and plays that use 
the language of Fairy tales and 
traditional tales.  
 -Write stories that mimic 
significant authors.  
 -Write narrative diaries.  
 
Non-fiction  
 -Write labels  
 -Write lists  
 -Write captions  
 -Write instructions  
 -Write recounts  
 -Write glossaries  
 -Present information  
 -Write non-chronological 
reports.  
 
Poetry  
 -Write poems that use pattern, 
rhyme and description.  
 

 

Text: Non-chronological Report  
Writing: Habitats 
Skills:  
-Can use Noun Phrases  
 -Can use nouns and adjectives  
 -Can use conjunctions  
 -Can write in the right tense  
 -Can write statements  
 -Can edit writing  
 -Can sound out my words and spell 
them as best as I can  
 -Can use punctuation correctly  
 
Text: Poems that use pattern, 
rhyme and description, Write 
Limericks  
Writing: Write a poem about mini 
beasts 
Skills:  
 -Can use Noun Phrases  
 -Can use nouns and adjectives  
 -Can write in the right tense  
 -Can edit writing  
 -Can sound out my words and spell 
them as best as I can  
 -Can use punctuation correctly  
 -Can use powerful verbs and 
adjectives  
 -Can use new words to excite the 
reader  
 

Text:  
Writing: Write Narrative Diaries  
Skills:  
 -Can use Noun Phrases  
 -Can use nouns and adjectives  
 -Can use conjunctions  
 -Can write in the right tense  
 -Can edit writing  
 -Can use new words to excite the 
reader  
 -Can use powerful verbs and 
adjectives  
 -Can use punctuation correctly  
 -Can spell contractions correctly  
 
Text: Visit beach 
Writing: Write Recounts  
Skills:  
 -Can use nouns and adjectives  
 -Can use powerful verbs and 
adjectives  
 -Can use some full stops and capital 
letters  
 -Can write about real events  
 -Can use punctuation correctly 
(.,?!A)  
 -Can spell contractions correctly  
 

Text: PowerPoint presentation/ 
leaflets  
Writing: Non-Chronological Report, 
Present Information, Labels and 
Glossaries  
Skills:  
 -Can use Noun Phrases  
 -Can use nouns and adjectives  
 -Can use conjunctions  
 -Can write in the right tense  
 -Can write statements  
 -Can edit writing  
 -Can use new words to excite the 
reader  
 -Can use powerful verbs and 
adjectives  
 -Can use punctuation correctly  
 
Text: Seaside Poems  
Writing: Write poems that use 
pattern, rhyme and description.  
Skills:  
 -Can use Noun Phrases  
 -Can use nouns and adjectives  
 -Can use conjunctions  
 -Can write in the right tense  
 -Can write statements  
 -Can edit writing  
 -Can use new words to excite the 
reader  
-Can use powerful verbs and 
adjectives  
 -Can use punctuation correctly  

Text: George’s Marvellous 
Medicine  
Writing: Write stories with 
imaginary settings. Write stories 
that mimic significant authors.  
Skills:  
 -Can use nouns and adjectives  
 -Can use powerful verbs and 
adjectives  
 -Can use some full stops and capital 
letters  
 -Can write about real events  
 -Can use punctuation correctly  
 -Can spell contractions correctly  
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